2.23 --= -E-sin ira(2n + 1)
(-1 < a < 1).
3. From the last expansion, for example, we see that we can write cosh (irax/2) cos (wax/2) " 4n
Multiplying across by 2w + l -x and letting x->2n + l, we determine An and find cosh (rax/2) cos (rax/2) cosh (xx/2) cos (xx/2) 8 » (-1)»(2» + l)3 cosh (xa(2» + l)/2) cos (ra(2n + l)/2)
x o (2» + l)4 -x4 cosh (x(2« + l)/2) (-1 < a < 1).
Putting x = 0 yields 8 » (-l)n cosh (xa/2) cos (ra(2n + l)/2)
therefore, equating coefficients of aim,
The case m = 0 is series (1.11).
Putting a = 0 yields 6. Lastly, we have
•-(0 < a < 1).
Letting x->0, we have 
